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7-Sep 6-Sep Chg 7-Sep 6-Sep Chg

 INDICES  FOREX

  FBM SHARIAH 12,683.53      12,688.91 -0.04%   RM/USD 4.1460       4.1445       -0.04%

  FBM KLCI 1,799.17        1,798.57    0.03%  COMMODITIES

  FBM EMAS 12,562.43      12,560.63 0.01%   CPO/tonne (RM) 2,266.00    2,277.00   -0.48%

  DJIA 25,916.54      25,995.87 -0.31%   Oil/barrel (US$) 67.75          67.77         -0.03%

  S&P 500 2,871.68        2,878.05    -0.22%   Gold/ounce (US$) 1,196.24    1,199.96   -0.31%

  NASDAQ 7,902.54        7,922.73    -0.25%   Rubber SMR20/kg (sen) 540.00       541.50       -0.28%
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Close Close
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Corporate News 
 
AirAsia transfers another 15 aircraft to BBAM, nets US$201.5m in gross proceeds 
AirAsia has received US$201.5m in gross proceeds from the transfer of 15 aircraft to entities managed by BBAM Ltd 
Partnership, as part of its divestment plan for the aircraft-leasing unit currently managed by wholly-owned subsidiary 
Asia Aviation Capital Ltd. AirAsia said the proceeds include a cash consideration of US$151.5m cash and 3.33m FLY 
Leasing Ltd equity issued at US$15 per FLY depository share to AirAsia in accordance with the FLY subscription 
agreement. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Supermax says fire-hit factory fully covered by insurance 
Supermax’s factory in Sungai Buloh, which caught fire on Aug 24, is fully covered by insurance against all risks, including 
consequential loss claims. At Supermax Group level, the financial and operational impact would be minimal as this plant 
is dedicated to a specific product which contributes to less than 1% of the group’s sales. The premises, which was 
sealed by the Fire and Rescue Department and inaccessible earlier, was opened today for the insurance adjustor to 
conduct an inspection. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Amlex seeks Leap listing this month at 15 sen a share 
Amlex is seeking to list its shares on the Leap Market of Bursa Malaysia this month, from which it expects to raise 
RM6.03m. Of the proceeds raised from the private placement to sophisticated investors, Amlex plans to set aside 53% 
or RM3.2m for capex; 17.1% or RM1.03m for general working capital; and 13.3% or RM800,000 for R&D. The remaining 
16.6% or RM1m will be used to defray listing-related expenses. (Source: The Edge) 
 
4.1% in Caely traded off-market 
Ladies undergarment manufacturer Caely saw 3.3m shares, or 4.08% of the group's 80.92m shares. The shares were 
transacted in 3 blocks worth a total of RM4.06m. The transactions were carried out at RM1.23 per share, which is at a 
4.24% premium to its open market closing price of RM1.18. The parties involved in the transaction are not immediately 
known. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Vertice-Vizione JV wins RM815m job in Penang mega infrastructure project 
A JV between Vertice and Vizione has won a RM815m contract from Consortium Zenith Construction SB to undertake 
construction work for a package in the Penang mega infrastructure project. The contract entails the construction work 
for a 5.7km by-pass from Bandar Baru Ayer Itam connecting to Lebuhraya Tun Dr Lim Chong Eu. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Marine & General gets one-year extension on vessels contract 
Marine & General (M&G) has received a 1-year extension on its contract from Repsol Oil & Gas Malaysia Ltd for the 
provision of 2 anchor handling tug supply vessels. The contract was awarded to M&G's subsidiary Jasa Merin (Malaysia) 
SB on Oct 4, 2017. It has now been extended by 1 year. The extended contract, estimated to have a value of about 
RM25m, is expected to contribute positively to the earnings of the group for the FY2018 and beyond. (Source: The 
Edge) 
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IJM Corp bags RM505m job to build Affin Bank headquarters in TRX 
IJM Corp has bagged a contract worth RM505m to construct and complete the superstructure works of Affin Bank Bhd’s 
new 47-storey corporate headquarters at the upcoming international financial district Tun Razak Exchange (TRX). Its 
wholly-owned subsidiary IJM Construction Sdn Bhd has accepted the Letter of Award from Affin Bank Bhd. The new 
project will boost IJM’s outstanding construction order book which currently stands at a near all-time high of RM9.3bn. 
The completion period of the project is 26 months; it is expected to be completed by December 2020. (Source: The 
Edge) 

 
Felda needs RM955 million to complete New Generation Housing project 
Felda needs to be injected with funds of RM955m to complete the Felda New Generation Housing project, which is now 
classified as abandoned. Felda had planned to build 8,314 houses under the project, involving RM1.65bn. Of the total, 
1,234 units  had been built, with 563 of the units handed over and 671 units still in the stage of selecting the 
participants, while 5,346 units are still under construction and another 1,734 units classified as abandoned. Felda has 
spent RM696m with RM200m from government allocation  through Budget 2017 and RM496m through internal 
resources in Felda. (Source: Bernama) 
 
UEM Edgenta to fully adopt performance-based contracts by 2019 
UEM Edgenta will only pursue performance-based contracts (PBC) for its infrastructure segment from January 2019, to 
improve cost efficiency and service delivery. The initiative to move to PBC, from the traditional input-based contracts, 
started one and a half years ago, noting that the method has been used in more developed markets. The move to 
performance-based contracting, allows the company to start innovating and start saving money for their clients. The 
ambition is to go full PBC in January 2019. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Trina Solar launches Trinahome system in Malaysia 
Solar energy solutions maker Trina Solar has launched its Trinahome solar system in Malaysia. The New York Stock 
Exchange-listed Trina Solar said it sees ample opportunity to increase renewable energy’s share of Malaysia’s energy 
mix. This can be achieved by adopting solar energy solutions such as Trinahome. (Source: The Edge) 
 
DBE Gurney active, jumps 16.67% on takeover offer 
DBE Gurney Resources shares jumped 16.67% in active today after it received a conditional mandatory takeover offer 
from its largest shareholder, Doh Properties Holdings SB, at 3.5 sen per share or a total amount of RM62.79m. At 
2.25pm, DBE Gurney rose 0.5 sen to 3.5 sen with 97.8m shares traded. The offer was made after Doh Properties, 
through open market acquisitions, increased its shareholding in the integrated poultry group to 33.02% from 32.89%. 
(Source: The Edge) 
 
All eyes on Sapura Energy’s next step post-rights issue 
Sapura Energy lost RM1.08bn in market capitalisation when its share price plunged to a record low after the group 
announced plans to rise up to RM4bn via a deeply discounted rights issue to pare its debt and strengthen its core 
position for future growth. While investors are well aware that its balance sheet needs rejuvenating, the heavy sell-
down may have been partly due to expectations that the fundraising will be done via the listing of its exploration and 
production business rather than the announced cash call. (Source: The Edge) 
 
MyEG rises further in continued heavy trading 
MyEG came under fresh buying interest, emerging as the most active counter on Bursa Malaysia. A total of 90.6m 
shares had changed hands. The stock was up 6 sen or 3.77% at RM1.65 after rising to RM1.69, its highest level since 
hitting limit down at RM1.81 on May 14. The stock has seen a gradual recovery after a massive sell down following the 
14th general election. (Source: The Edge) 
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Censof says no plans to divest DNeX stake 
Censof has no plans to divest its estimated 16% stake in DNeX as Censof expects DNeX to pay dividends amid rising 
crude oil prices. Censof specialises in financial management software solutions while DNeX offers oil and gas support 
services. Censof is expecting a better dividend payout from DNeX as the business environment improves. (Source: The 
Edge) 
 
Globaltec plans 20-to-1 share consolidation, free warrants 
Globaltec Formation plans to consolidate the company's shares on the basis of 20 shares held on an entitlement date to 
be fixed, into 1 share, which could raise its share price to 90 sen from 4.5 sen now. Concurrently, it plans to issue 
67.27m free warrants on the basis of 1 warrant for every 4 consolidated shares held on the entitlement date. (Source: 
The Edge) 
 
Nylex, Redberry sue Utusan over deposit refunds 
Nylex and media company Redberry SB both subsidiaries of Ancomare suing Utusan Melayu for failure to refund 
deposits totalling RM18.5m. Utusan had been served on Sept 4 with a writ of summons and statement of claims from 
the parties. Nylex is claiming that Utusan failed to refund the RM10m deposit which had been remitted pursuant to 
letters of ‘Advertising, Branding & Communication Exercise by Nylex Group of Companies through Utusan Malaysia & 
Mingguan Malaysia’ dated Jan 29 and Feb 27. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Hengyuan Refining to invest US$48m in clean air regulation project 
Hengyuan Refining will invest US$48m for the clean air regulation project to be executed within its refining complex in 
Port Dickson, Negeri Sembilan. Hengyuan has approved the investment for the project, which is undertaken to ensure 
that the refinery’s emissions comply with the clean air regulation requirements mandated by the Malaysian regulatory 
authorities. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Gabungan AQRS sees brighter prospects for FY19-FY21 
Gabungan AQRS expects better performance for FY19 to FY21, buoyed by its construction, property development and 
precast component manufacturing businesses. Gabungan AQRS's earnings and fundamentals will get better from FY19 
to 2021. Currently, construction order book stands at RM2.4bn and this will carry us for the next 3 years. So, that is a 
very positive thing that we have. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Tenaga initiates National Connectivity Plan pilot project 
TNB will start a pilot project in Jasin, Melaka this month to assess the technical, safety and commercial viability aspects 
of using its electrical infrastructure for the government's National Connectivity Plan. State-controlled utility TNB said 
the NCP will allow faster, cheaper and wider Internet accessibility. (Source: The Edge) 
 
TFP Solutions proposes RM17.5m capital reduction to offset losses 
Loss-making TFP has proposed to undertake a reduction of its issued share capital, which will give rise to a credit of 
RM17.5m to reduce the accumulated losses of the company and enhance its credibility with customers, suppliers and 
investors. As at Dec 31, 2017, TFP’s accumulated losses stood at RM16.04m. The ACE Market-listed business solution 
provider said as at Sept 5, its issued share capital was RM20.51m comprising 205.06m shares including 1.28m TFP 
shares held as treasury shares. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Priceworth International 4Q net profit up 16% 
Priceworth International, which was late to release its quarterly financial figures, announced that its net profit for the 
4QFY18 grew 16% year-on-year to RM3.54m from RM3.06m on an increase in other income. EPS, however, fell to 0.34 
sen from 0.39 sen in 4QFY17. The revenue had dropped 27% to RM42.99m from RM59.2m previously due to a decrease 
in production volume. (Source: The Edge) 
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MMC, Royal Carribean Cruises to jointly manage Penang’s cruise terminal 
Penang Port SB, an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of MMC, has today acquired a 60% stake in Swettenham Pier 
Cruise Terminal SB for RM6 cash. The remaining 40% of equity interest in SPCTSB is held by RCL Development Holdings 
(Penang) SB, an indirect wholly-owned unit of Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. SPCTSB was incorporated on July 17 to 
develop and operate the Swettenham Pier Cruise Terminal in Penang. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Alam Maritim completes debt restructuring, sees improved financial position 
Loss-making Alam Maritim has completed its debt restructuring exercise, after it and its lenders have agreed to vary the 
terms of and restructure the existing facilities. This follows the inking of bilateral agreements between the group and its 
lenders on Aug 30. This will improve the group's financial position going forward to weather the market slowdown and 
remain competitive, as well as sustain its business in the offshore oil and gas industry. (Source: The Edge) 
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